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A literature review of current phase separation publications was conducted. Data

sets were collected and compiled into a Two-Phase Flow Separation Database.

Examination of this database indicating a need for further investigation into the liquid

entertainment phenomena for smaller hot-leg to branch diameters and intermittent flow

regimes. A detailed analysis to the prototypic phase separation process is presented and

the associated phenomena are identified. Appropriate scaling criteria were employed for

the design of a scaled test facility. Geometry and the flow conditions of the test facility

were determined accordingly to Wu et. a! (1998).

A series of phase separation tests conducted at the Air-water Test Loop for

Advanced Thermal-hydraulic Studies (ATLATS) and Advanced Plan Experiment

(APEX) has been completed. Results show that the criteria developed by Smoglie (1984)

used in RELAP5, reasonably predicts the onset of liquid entrainment. However, the

steady-state entrainment correlation in RELAP5 significantly underpredicts primary

coolant removal rates. This discrepancy is due to the effects of downstream boundary

conditions and pool entrainment and carry-over from the reactor vessel. Due to pool

entrainment, entrainment through the branch continues when the reactor vessel mixture
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level drops below the bottom of the hot-leg. This investigation shows that RELAP5 is

non-conservative when predicting coolant removal rates due to steady state liquid

entrainment in a horizontal mainline with a vertical branch for stratified, stratified-wavy,

transition, and stepped hot-leg flow regimes.
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EXPERIMENTAL iNVESTIGATION OF LIQUID ENTRAINMENT IN A

REACTOR HOT-LEG WITH A VERTICAL BRANCH

1. INTRODUCTION

The main objective of this thesis is to provide new insight into the phase

separation phenomena in tees with vertical branches through extension of existing data

sets and experimentation.

Phase separation in tees occurs often in industry applications. For example, during

Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA's) in Pressurized Water Reactors (PWIR's) phase

separation can occur in multiple tee locations in the primary coolant system. An

understanding of phase separation is needed to accurately predict primary coolant

inventory. Similar situations exist in oil refmery plants, where proper separation of vapor

and petroleum is required to produce a quality product. Concept defmitions and

terminology is necessary to interpret phase separation data and is as follows.

Gas and liquid flow enter a branching tee concurrently as shown in Figure 1.1. A

low pressure zone is formed around the branch, which can result in, depending on inlet

and exit conditions, gas and/or liquid to preferentially enter the branch. Under certain

conditions, the gas and liquid can be "completely separated", X3 = 1.0 andx2 = 0.0.
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In Figure 1.1

w = mass flow rate, kg!s,

ziP12 = pressure drop across inlet and outlet, Pa,

1,2,3 = inlet, outlet, and branch, and

g,f= gas and liquid phases.

W3f W3g

cross-section

view

Figure 1.1 Liquid entrainment illustration for stratified mainline
flow with a vertical branch.

For stratified gas and liquid flow in the mainline shown in Figure 1.1, gas can

preferentially enter the branch. Instabilities can form on the surface of the liquid due to

interfacial shearing. If surface waves grow large enough, inertial forces can overcome

gravitation forces and liquid can enter the branch.

Rouse (1956) found that the tendency for liquid to entrain into a vertical branch

can be modeled by comparing a dimensionless gas Froude number, Fr, to a

dimensionless ratio of gas chamber height over branch diameter, h1,/d. Schrock (1986),

Smoglie et al (1984), Crowley (1981), and Micalli et al (1989) refmed Rouse's model to
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predict beginning of liquid entrainment by varying experimentally determined constants.

The beginning of entrainment models developed by Schrock (1986) and Smoglie et al

(1984) are employed in the reactor safety code RELAP5/MOD3.2.

During Series 25 beyond design tests conducted in APEX (Advanced Plant

Experiment), a Westinghouse AP600 Model Light Water Reactor located at Oregon State

University (OSU), core uncovery was experienced. RELAP5 simulations run parallel to

the Series 25 tests failed to predict the core uncovery. Inaccurate liquid entrainment

correlations related to phase separation in tees caused RELAP5 to fail prediction of core

uncovery.

The objectives of this thesis are listed below,

Conduct a comprehensive literature review on phase separation in branching

conduits.

Construct a Phase Separation in Branching Conduits Database from literature

to use as a fundamental tool for designing new experiments.

Design and construct a Separate Effects Test facility to investigate phase

separation in tees with vertical branches.

Develop and deploy two-phase flow instrumentation for use on the facility.

Conduct experiments over new data ranges to validate liquid entrainment

correlations used in RELAP5 (Attached CD-ROMS contains procedures, tab

delineated data, and videos).
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Thirty-one publications were collected for review. A wide range of experimental

facilities and component arrangements were employed. Critical dimensions include the

mainline and branch sizes. Pertinent information includes two-phase medium, scaling

criterion used, nature of two-phase flow instrumentation, and branch orientation. There

exist several publications using the same experimental facility. Details concerning

database entries are detailed in Section 2.1.

Not all of the authors were able to provide data sets. Available data sets were

fonnatted and assembled into a Phase Separation Database (1998) which was submitted

to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee (NRC) as a draft report. For the purpose of

evaluation, flow rate ranges, flow regimes, and critical variables were summarized in

tabular or graphical form. Analysis of the database summary reveals "holes" in the data

sets. This occurrence is discussed in more depth in Section 2.2.

Not all of the reviewed publications were concerned with the exact same variables

or perspective on phase separation. A large portion dealt with flow splitting with a gas

and liquid velocity through the outlet of the tee. In this case, authors were examined the

degree of phase separation based on ratios of inlet, exit, and branch qualities and mass

fluxes. Others ran tests where the flow regime remained stratified to stratified-wavy. For

these experiments, authors were concerned with the level at which liquid entrainment

began and the rate of the entrainment through the branch. The chosen critical variables

for the observed phenomena determined the model approach used by the authors.
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2.1 Summary of Previous Experimental Facilities and Setup

Detailed descriptions of the experimental facilities, test conditions,

instrumentation methods and data uncertainties of reviewed publications and can be

found in the Two-Phase Flow Separation Database (1998). A summary of the

experimental arrangements is contained in Table 2.1. The test ioops include horizontal

mainlines with horizontal branches, horizontal mainlines with vertical upward/downward

branches, and vertical mainlines with horizontal branches. The mainline diameters range

from 31 mm to 284 mm and the branch size from 4 mm to 50 mm. All the tests were

performed with either steam-water or air-water as the working fluids. Almost all the

reported test facilities had a gas/liquid mixer at the inlet of the horizontal duct, which

differs from the prototypic hot-leg inlet configurations. For instance, the automatic

depressurization branch in the advanced LWR designs is close to the hot-leg inlet. Figure

2.1 illustrates the branch to mainline diameter ratio versus the mainline diameter for

previous experiments and for prototypic conditions of an advanced LWR. These

dimensions are critical for correctly scaling and preserving the phase separation

phenomena. From Figure 2.1, previous research efforts are far from actual prototypic

conditions. It can also be seen that very small branch sizes, with respect to mainline sizes,

were used in previous research efforts.
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Table 2.1 Summary of experimental anangements for two-phase flow separation

I
I Reference

I Mainline
I

I Branch
I D (m) D/d Flow I

IOrientation Orientation Type

ANL)tU<ON, JENtL)th1 11 H SD, DN ' 284 8 S/W

AZZOPARDI,WHALLEY (1982) H SD,UP 0.0375 5,2.5, 1.7 A/Wi

AZZOPARDI (1983) V SD , 1.7,

AZZOPARDI (1988) B SD 0.038 1 A/W
AZZOPARDI, SMITH (1992) H SD, UP 0.038 3, 1.5, 1 A/W
BALLYK. SHOUKRI, CHAN H SD 0.02565 1 S/W

CROWLEY (1981) H SD 0.0762 12 MW
HART, HAMERSMA, FORTUIN H SD .0051 1.3, 1 A!W
(1990)
HENRY (1980) H SD 0.1 5 AIW

HONAN, LAHEY (1981) V SD 0.038 I A/W

HONG(1978) H SD,DN,UP 0.00953 1 A/W

HWANG, SOLIMAN, LAHEY H SD 0.03 8 1 A/W
MACIASZEK, MICAELU (1989) H SD, DN, UP 0.135 6.8 S/W

MICALLI, MEMPONTEIL (1986) H SD, DN, UP 0. 102-.284 - S/W

MUDDE, GROEN, AKKER(1993) H UP 0.23 2.3 MW
GROEN (1991) H UP 0.23 2.3 MW
REIMANN, KHAN (1984) H DN 0.206 34, 17, 6.9 MW
SABA, LAHEY (1983) H SD 0.0381 1 AIW

V SD
SCHR0CK, H SD, DN, UP 0.102 25.5, 17, 10 AJW,
MANNHEIMER S/W
SEEGER., RBIMANN, MULLER H SD, DN, UP 0.05 1

MW,
(1985)
SHOHAM, BRILL, TAITEL H SD 0.051 1 NW
(1987)
SMITH, AZZOPARDI (1990) H UP 0.038 1.5 MW

SMOGLIE (1986) H SD, DN, UP 0.206 34, 25.6, MW17, 10.3

YONOMOTO, TASAKA (1988) H SD, DN, UP 0.1 10,5 MW

ZETZMANN(1984) V SD 0.024,
0.05,0.1 1,2 A/W

ZUBER (1980) H SD, DN, UP - - -

H Horizontal SD = Side/Horizontal 81W = Steam/Water
V Vertical DN = Vertical Downwaxd MW =Air/Water
D = Mainline Diameter UP = Vertical Upwanl
d = Branch Diameter
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Figure 2.1 Geometric conditions of existing test data and prototype

2.2 Summary of Previous Experimental Data

The flow rates and the observed flow regimes varied widely among experiments.

Table 2.2 lists the range of flow variables along with system pressure, which varied from

6.6 MPa to atmospheric. The flow regimes listed in Table 2.2 correspond to the flow in

the mainline of the test section. Figure 2.1 is a graphical representation of the flow

regimes using a flow regime map by Mandhane (1974). The mainline superficial gas

velocity, Jg, is on the horizontal axis, while the mainline superficial liquid velocity, ji, lies

on the vertical axis. Polygons indicate authors' respective data sets. The majority of the

data sets fall within the stratified, wavy, annular, slug, and plug regions. Very little data

exists for the bubbly flow regime. Data sets corresponding to RELAP5 models, Schrock

(1986) and Smoglie (1984), lie principally within the stratified flow regime.
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Table 2.2 Summaiy of experimental data for two-phase flow separation

I
Reference I Inlet Flow I Mainline I Inlet Gas Flow Inlet Liquid Flow System Pressure I

I

Regime Orientation (absolute)

A1NL)tKUN, btNiJiI11 11 S H 3kg/s 6kg/s 6Mpa
(1986)

2.1kg/s 4.4Mpa
1.6kg/s 3.45Mpa

AZZOPARDI,WHALLEY A, B, C-T H 0.0346-0.063 kg/s 0.0128-0.0882 kg/s 0.15 Mpa
(1982)
AZZOPARDI (1983) A V - - 0.15 Mpa

AZZOPARDI (1988) A B .01525-0.0535 kg/s 0.0126-0.063 kg/s 0.150 MPa

AZZOPARDI, SMITH (1992) A, S-W H 0.75-25 ni/s 0.008-0.067 rn/s 0.15 Mpa
BALLYK, SHOUKRI, CHAN (1988) H - - 0.11-0.21 MPa

CROWLEY (1981) SL,S H - - 0.28-0.31 Mpa
HART, HAMERSMA, S, W, A H 7-20 rn/s 0.0001-0.03 rn/s -

FORTUIN (1990)
HENRY(1980) A H - - 0.lOMpa
HONAN, LAHEY (1981) C-T V 0.047 m"31s 4.42 kg/s 0.028-0.098 MPa

HONG (1978) A, S-W H 42.7 ni/s 8.3e-7 m'3/s 0.16 Mpa
HWANG, SOLIMM4, LAHEY S, 1)-B, A H - - 0.1422 Mpa
MACIASZEK, MICAELU H - - -(1989)
MICALLI, MEMPONTEIL S H - - 0.4-6.2 Mpa
(1986)
MUDDE, GROEN, S,S-W,B H 0.05-0.15rn/s 0.5-1.5rn/s 0.IOMpa
AKKER1993)

GROEN(1991) S,S-W,B H - 0.025-0.06rn'3/s O.lOMpa

REIMANN, KHAN (1984) S H 1.65 ni/s (max) 0.02-0.3 rn/s 0.5 Mpa
SABA, LAHEY (1983) S, W, SL H 0.47 rn"3/s 4.42 kg/s 0.7 Mpa (rated)

V
SCHROCK, VAR.
IvLkNNHEIMER S H 0.0052-0.0724 ni/s 0.0064-0.7642 rn/s 1.07 Mpa

SEEGER, REIMANN, D-B, SL, A H 1 kg/s (max) 30 kg/s (max) 1 Mpa (max)
MULLER (1985)
SHOHAM, BRILL, TAITEL S-W, A H 2.5-26 rn/s 0.0029-0.059 rn/s 0.29-0.31 Mpa
(1987)

SMITH, AZZOPARDI (1990) A, S-W, S H 0.003-0.101 kg/s 0.009-0.076 kg/s 0.15-0.3 Mpa

SMOGLIE (1986) S H 0.495-1.068 rn/s 0.087-0.334 rn/s vaziable
YONOMOTO, TASAKA (1988) S H 3.3 ni/s (max) 0.55 m/s (max) 0.7 MPa (max)
ZETZMANN (1984) - V - - 0.2 Mpa
ZUBER (1980) - H - - -

S = Stratified C-T = Churn Tuibulent H = Hotizontal
S-W = Stratified Wavy A = Annular V = Vertical
B = Bubbly SL = Slug

1)-B = Disperesed Bubbly
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Figure 2.2 Range of the available test data in the horizontal flow regime map

2.3 Summary of Previous Models

Phase separation models are concerned with predicting the amount of flow

splitting through a tee given certain inlet and exit conditions. Models developed by Saba

et al. (1981) incorporate eight flow variables: three qualities, Xj, X2, and x3; three mass

fluxes G1, G2, and G3; and two pressure drops zIP12 and 4P1.. With the use of two

continuity equations and three momentum equations, the problem is closed if three

1
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variables are specified, for example G1, Xj, and AP12. Most phase separation models

follow a similar approach where inlet quality or mass flux is specified to determine

branch or outlet mass flux or quality.

When dealing with a reactor code such as RELAP5, the inlet quality or mass flux

is not known in the phase separation module. Instead, only information such as critical

gas flow rate through the branch and liquid level in the mainline is available. This

limitation motivated predicting liquid entrainment rates through the branch given a set

gas flow and liquid level and was suggested by Zuber (1980). Schrock, Smoglie (1984),

Mecezoik (1986), and Yonomoto (1991, published models to predict the branch quality,

X3, based on a dimensionless ratio of gas chamber height, h, to onset of liquid

entrainment, hb, gas chamber height in the mainline. Since the motivation for this thesis is

to evaluate models associated with RBLAP5, phase separation models by, for example

Saba and Lahey (1981), will not be considered. The liquid entrainment models reviewed

in this thesis are summarized in Table 2.3, where,

hb = gas chamber height at the beginning of liquid entrainment

d = branch diameter

Wg3 = mass flow rate of gas in the branch

p = average test section liquid density

= average test section gas density

PgI = gas density in mainline

zips = difference between liquid and gas density in the mainline

g = acceleration due to gravity
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A = 1.15 forO <h/hb <0.4804 and 0.9 for 0.4804< h/hb< 1.0

B = 0.0 for 0 <h/Jib <0.4804 and 0.1 for 0.4804< Whb < 1.0

V3
Fr3 = Branch Froude number

P)
The correlation of Schrock and Smoglie (1984) assumes that the gas velocity in

the outlet of the tee is zero and that all of the air is diverted through the branch, yet, they

ran experiments and collected data where the gas velocity in the outlet was not zero.

Table 2.3 Summary of liquid entrainment models for vertical upward branches

En . .... ./S e.4y .4i 11U1tt *41U .
A A - Independent ofbreak size

Smoghe ( 2
Wg3

hb

( 1.15 1 h( h'( 1.15
kX1+jJ '',ki+,J7J

for fixed gasmass flow rate
-Noviscosityeffects=1.71

p1Lp1g) - Esnpmcal entrainment
rate correlation

Schrock

1/2 3/2

Fra[jJ = 0.35(J (h323(1kJ Same as Smoglie (1984).
h)

. Inversely proportional to

Maciaszek
1/3

( the break size for fixed gas

(1986)
= 0.8 8j

2 I

pg14o1gd )
N/A mass flow rate

- No viscosity effects

(hAlI
(h

+B
I . Empmcal entrainmentYonomoto -

1991' N/A rate correlation/ \V2

AI--') + B + 1 A(-- + B I I

. No viscosity effects
hb)

L

hb) _
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A separate effects test was motivated by the literature review and database

analysis. Scaling criteria is utilized to properly model prototypic conditions.

Dimensionless groups related to the phase separation phenomena were preserved to

ensure accurate simulation. Scaled components included the reactor vessel, hot-leg, and

steam generator. Several model configurations were considered by Wu et al (1998). One

model was chosen based on cost and availability of injection flow rates.

The Air-water Test Loop for Advanced Thermal-hydraulic Studies was

constructed based on the scaling analysis done by Wu et al. This separate effects test is

based on the Westinghouse AP600 Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). The reactor vessel,

hot-leg with depressurization line, and steam generators are critical components in the

ATLATS design. Custom two-phase flow instrumentation was used to measure the level

in the hot-leg.

To facilitate the data obtained from ATLATS, tests were also run in the APEX

test facility. Table 3.1 summarizes different aspects of the ATLATS and APEX facility.

A detailed description of the ATLATS test facility is contained in Section 3.1, while

details for the APEX facility can be found in NUREG/CR-6641 (1999).
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Table 3.1 Summary of ATLATS and APEX test facilities

ATLATS APEX
Working fluid Air and water Steam and water
Length scale various various
Time scale - 1/2
Height scale 1/4 1/4
Critical components Reactor vessel, hot-leg,

depressurization line, steam
generator

Complete primary system, all of
AP600 passive safety systems,
and parts of the non-safety
grade Chemical Volume
Conirol System and Residual
Heat Normal Removal System

Instrumentation 21 independent instruments 750 independent instruments
ConsiructionCost $800 K $8M

Similar procedures were written for ATLATS and APEX to investigate phase

separation phenomena. ATLATS test procedures for onset of liquid entrainment and

steady-state entrainment rate tests are summarized in Section 3.2, while APEX test

procedures can be found in the Final Report of NRC AP600 Research Conducted at

Oregon State University (1999). A graphical representation of the ATLATS test matrix

for steady-state entrainment rate experiments is shown in Figure 3.1. For a set gas flow

rate, Qg, the liquid flow, Qj, was varied, to obtain data for a wide range of branch

qualities.

0.005

0.004

:i' 0.003
C"

E
0.002

0.00 1

0

00

' 0.0

uk:0SS S f 0 0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Q (m3Is)

Figure 3.1 ATLATS entrainment rate test matrix
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3.1 Determination of the Test Ran2e and Conditions

Following, is a synopsis of the prototypic condition identification and scaling

analysis completed by Wu et al (1998). The scaling criteria and the characteristics of the

typical phase separation process in the blow-down transient are presented.

3.1.1 Characteristics of Prototypic Phase Separation Phenomena

Focus has been placed on the phase separation phenomena in the prototypic hot-

leg with a break or an Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) Line-4 tee junction.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the process associated with a plant blowdown through the ADS-4

line during a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA).

CokIkg

(a) Submerged hot-leg inlet (b) Partially submerged inlet

Vd

(c) Final steady state

Figure 3.2 Three-step transient blowdown process for prototypic phase separation
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The transient process in the prototype can be divided into three main stages:

I. Submerged Hot-Leg Inlet: As shown in Figure 3.2 (a), if the mixture

level is over the elevation of the hot-leg when the ADS-4 line is actuated,

a large amount of liquid would be driven out through the ADS-4 line. The

vapor quality in the branch differs from that in the hot-leg due to a phase

separation occurring at the tee junction. The flow regime in the hot-leg

would most likely be bubbly or dispersed bubbly flow. Also, because

vapor bubbles rise preferentially in the center region of the vessel, the void

fraction at the hot-leg opening might be lower than the average value of

the mixture, resulting in phase separation at the hot-leg inlet.

2. Partially Submerged Hot-Leg Inlet: Following the first phase, the liquid

cartyover rate quickly decreases because of the partial uncovering of the

hot-leg inlet shown in Figure 3.2 (b). In this stage, liquid entrainment

mechanisms presumably dominate the liquid carryover rate. Depending on

the vapor boil-off rate, the flow regime in the hot-leg can be stratified or

intermittent flow. It is speculated that the short distance to the tee branch

from the hot-leg inlet will affect the flow regime development, due to the

disturbed surface level in the reactor vessel.

3. Final Steady State: Eventually, the discharge reaches two possible steady

states. If the liquid injection rate is smaller than the boil-off rate, the flow

through the branch becomes steady steam flow. Depending on the steam

flow rate, the hot-leg would be either dry illustrated in Figure 3.2 (c) or
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partially filled with liquid at a level below the entrainment onset point.

With a sufficient liquid injection, however, the hot-leg maintains a certain

liquid level and the liquid injection rate would be balanced by the boil-off

rate plus the entrainment rate. A steady two-phase mixture flow through

the branch is expected.

3.1.2 Scaling Analysis

Tests should focus on acquiring data applicable to the prototypic geometry, initial

and boundary conditions. To determine the range of conditions for the phase separation

phenomena, the AP600 reactor vessel, hot-leg, and ADS-4 geometry was used as a

reference case. The associated scaling criteria are presented below where m and p are the

model and prototype indices, respectively.

3.1.2.1 Hot-Leg Flow Condition

According to Zuber (1980), the flow regime in a horizontal duct can be

characterized by a plot of the relative liquid height against the Froude number of the

vapor phase:

fg.%Jk; f'!L" (3.1)
gApD (\DJ
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For geometric similarity of separated flows, equality of void fraction is implied and:

('!i (3.2)D) D)m p

Consequently, the flow regime transitions scale with the vapor Froude number equality.

This method of flow regime classification can distinguish stratified flow, annular flow

and intermittent flow. To include the bubbly flow case that may occur in the first stage of

the ADS-4 depressurization process, we also need to consider the liquid flow rate.

According to Dukler and Taitel (1976), the flow regime transition from intermittent flow

to bubbly flow occurs when turbulent fluctuations are strong enough to overcome the

buoyant forces tending to keep the vapor phase at the top of the pipe. The criterion is

given by:

.2
PLJL

(3.3)/ l IfL 2 {2f Fr2} funcl_J
gAp

i=l
gAp

For turbulent flows with an approximately constant friction factor, this criterion implies

that the bubbly/intermittent flow transition boundary is a single line in a plot of the

relative liquid height against the Froude number of the liquid phase. With geometric

similarity, the flow regime transition scales with the liquid phase Froude number

equality.

Essentially, the Froude number scaling criterion is used to preserve the flow

regimes and conditions. It requires geometric similarity, which generally applies to duct

shape and size for fully developed flows. For applications to two-phase flows in a reactor
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hot-leg, especially for the behavior at the branch location, the inlet condition and the

developing length to the vertical tee branch should also be scaled. As discussed several

paragraphs before, due to the disturbed surface of the two-phase mixture level in the

vessel, liquid slugs may form at the hot-leg inlet even for the flow that is supposed to be

categorized as stratified. Because of the short distance to the tee branch, the liquid slugs

would be driven into the branch line, resulting in a significant liquid carryover rate.

Previous experiments feature a uniform mixture inlet and thus the test results may not be

fully applicable to the actual case. Accordingly, the following geometric groups should

be scaled:

Voidfraction in the vessel, (aVSd) (aVSd) (3.4)

Hot-leg size versus vessel size, = (3.5)D1) DVd)

(LHot1eg/ree" (LHof/e/reeJ
(3.6)ADS-4 branch location,

J 1, D
m Ho1eg

3.1.2.2 Tee Branch Flow Condition

If the flow in the hot-leg is stratified, based on the entrainment model for vertical

tee branch flows (Zuber, 1980; Smoglie, 1984; Schrock et al., 1986), the entrainment

onset and the entrainment fraction is basically dependent on the following criterion:

fg,ree[ K----" (3.7)
I d J
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If the geometric similarity is observed, this criterion implies the equality of the Froude

number based on the gas phase superficial velocity in the tee branch and the hot-leg

diameter. Beside this entrainment criterion, Reyes (1997) proposed using the Kutadeledz

number to scale the vertical-up branch due to the consideration of the possibility of flow

reversal in large vertical pipes.

Ku= >Ku0 (3.8)
,j(gaAp)h12 'Pg

3.1.2.3 Test Conditions

Using liquid and gas flow rates as the control parameters, steady state tests will be

performed to provide the detailed information of the relation between the gas discharge

rate and the liquid canyover rate through the vertical branch. Each of the steady-state

tests corresponds to one instantaneous portion of the blow-down transient. Following the

proposed scaling criteria, the test conditions are identified.

The vessel void fraction at the hot-leg inlet elevation needs to be scaled to

preserve the inlet condition of the branch flow, according to Equation (3.4). Using the

pool bubbly flow correlation developed by Kataoka and Ishii (1987), the corresponding

test vessel conditions are presented in Table 3.2, where aR refers to the ratio of vessel

void fractions of the prototypic system and the model system. The selection of the actual

size of the test vessel depends on hot-leg flow conditions.
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Table 3.2 Vessel scaling parameter

AP600_______________MODEL (air-water, 137.9 IcPa) Dve,sei = 0.6096 ifi

Power
(%) Qg

(ms/s) (m/s) (%)

2 0.354 1.21 64.6 1.0

1 0.177 0.606 52.6 1.0

0.5 0.087 0.299 38.0 1.0

To preserve the pooi boiling characteristics inside the vessel, the ratio between the

maximum cap bubble size to the vessel diameter was considered. When the test vessel

size is scaled down, it is important to maintain its diameter greater than the maximum cap

bubble size. Otherwise, the pool boiling characteristics may not be preserved. Instead,

the flow would be chaotic slug/chum flow with large fluctuations in pressure and flow

rate. The maximum cap bubble size is given by (Ishii and Kojasoy, 1993):

= 40gp (3.9)

At a system pressure of 137.9 kPa, the maximum cap bubble sizes are about the

same for the prototypical and model system, roughly 10 cm in diameter. The maximum

cap bubble size is much smaller than the prototypic vessel size. However, due to the

significant decrease in the model vessel diameter, there are only 5 cap bubbles in the

cross-sectional area of the model vessel, which may affect the kinematic behavior of the

cap bubbles. As a result, the mixture interface could be very unstable in the model

system. To overcome this shortcoming, the bubble size needs to be controlled through
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three different approaches. One is to reduce the vessel length, such that the air bubble

size could not reach the maximum value because of less coalescence. Also, using fewer

bubble-generating rods would provide larger flow path that may reduce the bubble

coalescence rate. Finally, the size of the injected bubbles can be controlled with porous

rods of small porosity. Nevertheless, the vessel with a diameter of 60.96 cm would be a

practical choice.

For the case when the hot-leg inlet is submerged in the two-phase mixture, the

important phenomenon to be preserved in the scaled system is the flow regime. As

discussed previously, initially the flow regime in the prototypic hot-leg is most likely

dispersed bubbly flow. Using the parameters selected in Table 3.2 = 24 in) and

assuming the mixture level in the reactor core is higher than the hot-leg elevation, the

flow parameters in the scaled hot-leg are shown in Table 3.3. All of the three test models

presented here have dispersed bubbly flows in their hot-legs as shown in Figure 3.3. The

liquid volumetric velocities are obtained from the homogeneous model.

Table 3.3 Scaling for submerged hot-leg

MODEL (air-water, 137.9 kPa, vessel diameter D1= 60.96 cm)
AP600

MODEL 1 MODEL 2 MODEL 3
D=15.24cm D=10.l6cm D=1O.l6cm

Power (Qg.inQvsi) (QgirQvcd2) (Qg.ie?Qveei/4)

(%) . . . .

Qf Jg if Qf Jg if Qf Jg if

(m3Is) (mis) (mis) (m3Is) (mis) (mis) (m3Is) (mis) (mis)

2 0.194 19.4 10.6 0.097 21.8 12.0 0.049 10.9 5.99

1 0.160 9.70 8.77 0.080 10.9 9.87 0.040 5.45 4.93

0.5 0.144 4.79 7.82 0.071 5.38 8.80 0.036 2.69 4.40
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Figure 3.3 - Flow regime in submerged hot-legs (solid circles: AP600; open squares:
MODEL 1; open triangles: MODEL 2; open circles: MODEL 3)

For the first model, the hot-leg diameter is 6 in, which requires a maximum liquid

flow rate of 0.19 m3Is, corresponding to the prototypic case with 2% decay heat. For the

second model, the hot-leg diameter is 10.16 cm. In order to preserve the flow regime in

the hot-leg, the gas discharge rate from the hot-leg branch is reduced to one half of the

injection rate. A gas relief opening should be prepared at the top of the vessel to release

the excess gas for steady state tests. Because of the reduction in hot-leg cross-sectional

area by a factor of about 2, the required liquid flow rate is more manageable,

approximately 0.095 m3/s. If we select a water pump of-0.050 m3/s nominal capacity,

the gas discharge rate from the hot-leg branch should be reduced to one quarter of the

injection rate. The resultant flow regime in the hot-leg is close to the transition boundary

from intermittent flow to dispersed bubbly flow. In view of the three options, the final

model would be the most practical choice for bubbly flow case. Also, tests may be
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performed for the first two models in other flow regimes. However, the decay power to

be simulated would be less the 0.5% of the full thermal power and the void fraction

inside the vessel would be lower that 40%.

When the core mixture level is below the upper edge of the hot-leg inlet, the flow

in the hot-leg is most likely in the regimes of stratified flow, intermittent flow, or annular

flow. According to Equation (3.1), if the geometric similarity is satisfied, the key

parameter for hot-leg scaling is the two-phase Froude number, which essentially provides

a measure to the intermittence. This non-dimensional number is the ratio of inertia force

to gravity force acting on the liquid surface. When the inertia force (unstable factor)

overtakes the gravity force (stable factor), the surface intermittence increases, and

therefore, liquid would be more vulnerable to being transported to the upper portion of

the duct, resulting in significant liquid carryover to the vertical-up branch in the hot-leg.

Using the parameters selected in Table 3.2 (Dvei = 60.96 cm), the Froude

numbers for different hot-legs at various gas flow rates are summarized in Table 3.4.

Because of the significant reduction of hot-leg diameter, the Froude numbers of the three

models are greater than the prototypic value. This is desirable because it can be easily

adjusted by releasing gas flow from the gas relief opening located at the top of the test

vessel.

For the liquid entrainment to the vertical-up branch, certain scaling analyses

should also be considered. According to Equation (3.7), if geometric similarity is

ensured, the analyses summarized in Table 3.4 are also applicable to the liquid

entrainment process.
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The gas flow rate in the tee branch depends on the break size and location. In

most cases, vapor will be extracted by the tee branch unless a large break occurs in the

hot-leg. Assuming that half of the boil-off steam is released from one tee branch line at

137.9 kPa, the gas superficial velocity in the prototypic tee branch line ranges from 22

rn/s to 170 rn/s for a decay power of 0.5% to 2% of the full power. From the flow regime

map for vertical pipe flows, the two-phase flow in the prototypic tee branch line should

be in annular flow regime. This conclusion can be further justified by the annular flow

regime transition criterion (Todreas and Kazimi, 1989):

Ku3.l (3.11)

As shown in Table 3.5, the Kutateladze number, Ku, in the prototypic system is

much greater than 3.1. For the proposed three model systems with the tee branch line

diameter of 5.08 cm and 3.50 cm, the annular flow characteristics can be ensured.

Table 3.4 Hot-leg scaling

AP600

MODEL (air-water,137.9 kPa, Dyei= 60.96 cm)

MODEL 1

(D=15.24cm)
Qg.iu.Qg.vcssi

MODEL 2

(D=10.l6cm)
Qg.uLQg.vs1/2

MODEL 3

(D=10.I6cm)
Qg.urQvcsiI4

Power
(%)

Fr Qg
(cf/mm)

Fr Qg
(cfhnin)

Fr Qg
(cfhnin)

Fr

2 0.231 0.354 0.556 0.177 0.766 0.089 0.383

1 0.116 0.177 0.278 0.089 0.383 0.044 0.192

0.5 0.058 0.087 0.137 0.044 0.189 0.022 0.0945
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Table 3.5 Branch scaling

MODEL (air-water, 137.9 kPa, D1= 60.96 cm)

MODEL 1 MODEL 2 MODEL 3AP600 (D= 15.24 cm, (D= 10.16 cm, (D= 10.16 cm,
d=5.O8cm) d=3.5Ocm) d=3.SOcm)
QgQgvcsi Qg.inQg.vesi QgiirQg.vessi

Power Ku Ku Jg Ku Ku
(%) (mis) (mis) (mis)

2 36.0 175 37.4 185 39.5 92.4 19.8

1 18.0 87.3 18.7 92.4 19.8 46.2 9.88

0.5 9.01 43.1 9.22 45.6 9.75 22.8 4.88

3.2 Air-water Test Loop for Advanced Thermal-hydraulic Studies (ATLATS)

Based on the scaling analysis in the previous section, ATLATS was designed and

constructed in-house at Oregon State University. Figure 3.4 is a schematic diagram of the

test facility, which consists of a test vessel, model hot-leg/tee branch test section, two air-

water separators, the measurement system, and the liquid/air delivery device. For the

research contained herein, the model steam generator was not installed.

Air is supplied from a 150 kW compressor (Gardener-Denver, Model EDPQ ES-

200) with a capacity of 0.425 m3/s at 689 kPa Air travels from the 2.83 m3 air receiver

through a filter and air supply valve to seven porous tubes in the lower part of the Reactor

Vessel. Along with water from a water pump, the air released through the porous tubes,

simulates the pool boiling in the vessel. A relief valve on the top of the vessel, when

open, simulates the gas flow through another hot-leg. At critical velocities water is
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entrained by the gas in the test section, where travels up the branch, and separates from

the liquid. Again, for the first phase liquid entrainment test, model steam generator is not

installed.

Pressure instrumentation includes eight pressure cells and a pressure cell. To

measure "actual" levels in the reactor vessel and hot-leg, a mixture level and half-ring

type conductivity probe were employed, respectively. Various thermocouples were

placed in critical locations to give accurate temperature readings. All instruments are

tagged and locations shown in Figure 3.4.

VCNT TO ATM

Y

Figure 3.4 - Schematic of ATLATS test facility
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3.2.1 Critical Facility Components

The test vessel (60.96 cm ID, 213 cm high) was made of austenitic stainless steel

as shown in Figures 3.5. The lower section of the vessel is a bubble injection unit, which

contains seven porous tubes of 5.08 cm OD, a middle chamber for uniform water

injection, and a bottom chamber for air injection. Air enters the vessel at the bottom,

passes through the water chamber through 7 pipes of 2.54 cm ID, and is finally injected

into the upper vessel pooi via the 7 porous tubes. Under each porous tube, a ball valve

was installed such that the void distribution in the vessel pooi can be varied. In the

middle section, water enters an annular downcomer section in the vessel from two side

openings, and is evenly injected into the vessel pool via 92 uniformly distributed holes.

Two visualization windows are prepared with one at the vessel top and the other at the

same level of the hot-leg inlet. Also, an auxiliary air outlet is mounted to adjust the

airflow rate in the hot-leg section while the void fraction in the test vessel maintains

constant.

The model hot-leg (15.24 cm ID and 10.16 cm ID) and the vertical tee branch

(5.08 cm ID and 3.50 cm ID, respectively) are made of transparent PVC pipes. In order

to examine the entrance length effects, 4 different inlet lengths of the hot-leg are prepared

as shown in Figure 3.6. Measuring from the connecting flange face, the inlet length

options are 35.56 cm, 48.26 cm, 68.58 cm and 83.82 cm. The level or void fraction

measurement probes are designed as insertions between the flanges. Two pressure taps

are located before and after the tee branch.
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3.2.2 Instrumentation

All instrumentation connected to a Fluke Data Bucket. The data bucket can record

data in slow or fast scanning modes and save the data as a comma delineated file. During

tests, the data bucket is connected via serial cable to a portable computer where channels

can be viewed "live", using a software package from Fluke. Table 3.7 is an

instrumentation list corresponding to the instrument tags in Figure 3.4. The two key two-

phase flow instruments employed in the tests are a commercial capacitance probe

(DrexeiBrook, Model 700-2-24) for the mixture level measurement in the test and an

impedance probe with two line electrodes around the inside peripheiy of the hot-leg

section for the measurement of water level or mixture void fraction.

Figure 3.7 is a three dimensional illustration of the operation of the ring-type

impedance probe. By measuring the change in conductivity in a stratified two-phase flow,

the area-averaged void fraction can be obtained. The ring-type conductivity probe is

pressed between two flanges of the same inside diameter. Two-phase flow passes over

the 14 Ga stainless steel wires, providing a variable resistance proportional to the void

fraction. A sine wave oscillator provides a constant voltage output. The current probe

drive amplifies this voltage across two stainless steel (SS) electrodes. The current draw

from the probe is sent to a current-sensing amplifier. This signal is rectified and filtered

to remove high frequency noise. The resulting signal is amplified to provide a voltage

output from 0 to 10 volts.
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Figure 3.7 Operation of a half-ring impedence probe for measuring liquid level
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Table 3.7 ATLAS Instrumentation List

instrument

LT-1O1P

Instrument N4une

Rx Vessel Level Probe

Range

2.03 m H20
LT-102P Rx Vessel Level dP, Uncompensated 1.87 in H20
LT-103P Hot-Leg Liquid Level 15.24 cm H20
PT-OO1P Rx Head Pressure 1.03 Mpa
PT-002P Rx Bottom Pressure 1.03 Mpa
PT-003P HL Pressure @ Rx Flange 1.03 Mpa
PT-004P HL Pressure @ADS/Line Rx Side 1.03 Mpa
PT-005P HL Pressure @ ADS Line/Blanked Side 1.03 Mpa
PT-006P ADS Line Pressure 1.03 Mpa
PT-007P Air Compressor Pressure @ Rx Inlet 1.03 Mpa
PT-008P Air Receiver Pressure 1.03 Mpa
PT-009P 1" Bypass Line Pressure 1.03 Mpa
FT-1O1P Air Compressor Flow 0.472 m3/s
FT-102P Rx Head Vent Flow 0.472 mi/s
FT-103P Vortex Flow Meter Discharge Side 0.472 m3/s
FT-lO4P 1" Bypass Line Air Compressor Flow 0.014 mi/s
FT-1OSP Rx Liquid Injection Flow l.89x103 mi/s

LCT-OO1P Catch Tank Mass (load cells) 1814.4 kg
TF-101P Air Compressor Discharge Temp @ Rx Inlet 100 °C
TF-102P Rx Vessel Tamp@ HL Elevation 100 °C
TF-103P 1" Bypass Line Temperature 100 °C

3.2.3 Measurement Uncertainty

There are three main sources of measurement uncertainty in ATLATS

instrumentation: manufacturer, calibration, and data bucket channels. These uncertainties

are additive and their resulting total uncertainty, &, can be expressed by the common

propagation of error equation for small measured uncertainties &,..., ow,

(3.1)
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This formula applies to all instruments, except for the half-ring type conductivity probe,

LT-103P. The liquid level in the hot-leg is obtained by calibrating the output voltage

from the half-ring type conductivity probe to the collapsed liquid level recorded by LT-

102P. A calibration experiment was run before every serious of entrainment tests to

calibrate the ring probe. An example calibration curve is shown in Figure 3.8. The data

points in Figure 3.8 were fitted to a 3 degree polynomial to obtain the following

correlation

18

(N

0
I

o Ring Probe Calibration Data

_Poly. (Ring Probe Calibration Data)

o 2 4 6 8 10

LT-103P Output (V)

Figure 3.8 - Example calibration curve for half-ring type conductivity probe

h1 = O.0405V3 +O.5645V2 O.2758V+l.4061 (3.2)
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where V is the voltage of LT-103P and h1 is the hot-leg liquid level in cm H20. Equation

3.2 has an R2 equal to 0.9995. To determine the uncertainty in this measurement, the

propagation of enor equation 3.3 for powers is used along with equation 3.1. If q is a

measurement, and q = x', then the total uncertainty ratio is

=n- (3.3)

Equation 3.3 is used to calculate the uncertainty of the terms in equation 3.2. Then,

equation 3.1 is used to calculate the total uncertainty in the measurement h1. Table 3.8

contains calculate uncertainties for all instruments.

Table 3.8 ATLAS Instrumentation Uncertainties

Instrument
'Tag
LT-IOIP

Manufacturer
Uncertainty %IS

-

Calibration

Uncertainty %

.2

Data Bucket

Uncertainly %

.02

. Total

IJi*cerhdnty %

3.00

I.T-IU2P 0.2 0.001 2.034 2.03

LT-103P 0.2 0.031 0.016 0.03

PT-OOIP 0.2 0.2 0.02 0.28

PT-002P 0.2 0.225 0.013 0.30

PT-003P 0.2 0.344 0.013 0.40

PT-004P 0.2 0.156 0.013 0.25

PT-005P 0.2 0.263 0.027 0.33

PT-006P 0.2 0.188 0.053 0.28

PT-007P 0.2 0.081 0.013 0.22

PT-008P 0.2 0.381 0.001 0.43

PT-009P 1.5 0.019 0.016 1.50

FT-1O1P 1.0 0.05 0.05 0.70

FT-102P 0.2 0.2 0.02 0.28

FT-103P 0.5 0.05 0.05 0.70

FT-104P 0.5 0.05 0.05 0.70

FT-105P 0.2 0.09 0.34 0.40

LCT-001P 0.5 0.05 0.05 0.70

TF-1O1P 0.4 0.47 0.1 0.63

TF-102P 0.4 0.47 0.1 0.63

TF-103P 0.4 0.47 0.1 0.63
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3.2.4 Procedures

To obtain data on the onset of liquid entrainment in the vertical-up branch (ADS-

4 line), five instruments were deemed critical: the half-ring type conductivity probe,

reactor mixture level probe, Ap level probe, inlet gas flow meter, and load cell. First, the

reactor hot-leg is flooded to simulate full primary coolant. Then air is throttled to a set

gas flow corresponding to boil off vapor rates due to core decay heat. Liquid is entrained

up the branch until the level in the hot-leg is low enough for inertial forces to dampen

gravitational forces (i.e. entrainment ceased). This liquid level remains constant and is

recorded as the liquid height at which entrainment begins or ends. It was found that the

onset of liquid entrainment height does not remain constant if data is taken for

approximately one hour (original tests recorded data for only about 20 minutes). This

situation is discussed in more detail in the Section 4.

Procedures for obtaining entrainment rate and flow regime data call for steady

injection of primary coolant via cold leg (downcomer) for a given gas flow. Air is

injected at a set rate with the reactor vessel drained of primary coolant. After a steady

supply of air is reached, liquid is injected at a set rate. The mixture level in the vessel

rises until reaching a steady state level where liquid is entrained steadily out of the

vertical-up branch. The corresponding liquid level in the hot-leg is recorded using the

half-ring type conductivity probe. Since there is no way for liquid to exit the ioop other

than through the branch, doe to a blind on the outlet of the mainline, the steady

entrainment rate is equal to the injection rate. The purpose of this experiment is to obtain
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a relationship between the liquid level in the hot-leg to the gas and liquid flow rates

through the test section.

All procedures are Quality Assurance Certified for Nuclear Grade Data. Unsigned

sample procedures are contained in Appendix A for onset of and steady-state entrainment

tests. Scans of all procedures, in electronic format, are in on the attached CD-ROM.
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4. DATA PROCESSThG, PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Data were recorded for onset of liquid entrainment tests. Twenty-four tests were

run, covering flow rates tabulated in Table 4.1. Different hot-leg test sections were

installed, to determine the influence of the hot-leg inlet length. Onset of liquid

entrainment tests could not be run in the APEX facility, due to instability of reactor

mixture liquid level at high boil off rates. Raw data was converted and compared to

existing correlations in Section 4.2

Table 4.1 ATLATS matrix for beginning of liquid entrainment tests

System System Inlet Gas Inlet
Pressure Temperature Flow Length

____ (1Pa) (°() (m.fs) (rn)

ATLATS 0.0047-

99012-020
0 071 1-2 20

0.0142
0 57

ATLATS 0.0047-
101-207 -70 041

99021-025 0.0142

ATLATS 0.0047-

99026-030
101 207 20

0.0142
0 72

ATLATS 0.104-
101-207 20 0.41

99041-046 0.189

Comparative data were obtained from both ATLATS and APEX facilities. Of

interested was the influence of hot-leg flow regime on entrainment rate. Inlet gas and

liquid flow rates were varied to obtain data over a wide range of hot-leg flow regimes.

Table 4.2 lists the test series conducted in the ATLATS and APEX facilities for steady-

state entrainment tests. Raw data was analyzed and compared to existing correlations in

Section 4.3.
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Table 4.2 ATLATS and APEX matrix for steady-state entrainment rate tests

System System Inlet Gas Inlet Liquid Inlet
Test ID Pressure Temperature Flow Flow Length

(kPa) (°C) (mi/s) (mi/s) (m)
ATLATS 0.0783- 0.00025
9903 1-040 101-207 --20 0.283 0.57

ATLATS 0.042- 0.0005-101-207 -20 0.4199047-053 0.245 0.004
ATLATS 0.024- 0.0003-101-207 20 0.7299061-065 0.080 0.037
APEX 0.104- 5.0x10101-120 -.70 0.419908A-F 0.189 0.0002

For each test series in ATLATS, a video recording system was installed. This

enabled archiving of visual observations testing. The video was recorded on VHS and

converted to digital AVI for viewing on a PC. New phenomena associated with liquid

entrainment were recorded and are discussed in the following sections.

4.1 Onset of Liquid Entrainment Data

Tests were conducted following procedures in Appendix A. Instruments were

verified and performed within calibration limits. Data are quality assurance certified and

signed by the test engineer. The following plots are from a representative test ATLATS-

99026. Figure 4.1 is a plot of the mixture level probe in the reactor vessel, LT-1O1P. For

the first 200 seconds, the reactor vessel was filled with water until the hot-leg was

flooded. At -210 seconds, air was throttled to simulate decay heat vapor boil-off. Figure
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4.2 shows a significant drop in the reactor vessel collapsed liquid level, indicating a

removal of primary coolant inventory due to entrainment of water through the test section

branch.
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Figure 4.1 - Reactor vessel mixture level history, LT- 101 P
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Figure 4.2 - Reactor vessel collapsed level history, LT-102P
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The half-ring type conductivity plot mirrors the drop in collapsed liquid level, LT-

102P. The hot-level drops significantly when the air is throttled as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 Hot-leg liquid level history, LT-103P

The pressure history throughout the test section and reactor vessel, for all pressure

cells, is almost identical, since the facility operates at atmospheric pressure and there is

no significant source of pressurization. Figure 4.4 is a representative plot of the pressure

experienced during onset of entrainment tests in the reactor vessel head, PT-OO1P. The

pressure rises dramatically when the air is throttled, due to initial slugs of water entrained

through the branch. After the initial entrainment, pressure returns to zero gauge. Small

"spikes" in the pressure history can be attributed to large slugs of water passing through

the test section due to the instabilities in the reactor vessel mixture and hot-leg level

surfaces. A plot of the receiver pressure from the air compressor in Figure 4.5 is

relatively constant. A steady flow rate of air to the reactor vessel and test section, was
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recorded by FT-1O1P and FT-104P. Figure 4.6 is a plot of FT-IO1P over time. At -2lO

seconds air was throttled and maintained a constant supply until -52O, when the air

supply valve was closed.
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Figure 4.4 - Reactor vessel head pressure history, PT-OO1P
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Figure 4.5 Air receiver pressure history, PT-008P
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Figure 4.6Air inlet flow histoiy, FT-IO1P

The liquid and air entrained through the vertical branch is caught in a separator. A

load cell, LCT-OOIP, records the total weight of the separator and is plotted in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 Separator mass histoiy, LCT-OO1P
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Two thermocouples are located on the air inlet to the reactor vessel. One, TF-

1O1P, on the 15.24 cm diameter air line, and the other, TF-103P, on the 2.54 cm air line.

A third thermocouple, TF-102P, is located on the reactor vessel at the hot-leg elevation.

Figure 4.8 is a plot of all the temperature histories.
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Figure 4.8 Temperature histoiy, TF-1O1P, TF-102P, and TF-103P

4.2 Steady-State Entrainment Data

Seven test series were run to investigate the rate at which liquid is entrained into

the branch for a wide range of inlet gas and liquid flow rates as shown in Figure 3. l. The

effects of the reactor vessel, outlet pressure boundary, and flow regime on steady-state

entrainment rates were of primary importance. Tests were conducted following the

procedures given in Appendix A. Figure 4.9 is a plot of the reactor vessel mixture level,
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LT- 101 P, of a representative steady-state entrainment test. It is not easily apparent in

Figure 4.9 that the mixture level in the reactor vessel increases over time due to an

increase in liquid injection rate for a set gas flow rate. Since there is a reasonable amount

of uncertainty due to large surface instabilities.
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Figure 4.9 Reactor vessel mixture level histoiy, LT-1O1P

The gradual increase of the inlet liquid flow is more apparent in Figure 4.10,

where the reactor vessel collapsed liquid level is graphed as a function of time.
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Figure 4.10 - Reactor vessel collapsed liquid level history, LT-102P

To determine the hot-leg level, a half-ring type conductivity probe was utilized.

To determine an appropriate time interval over which to average the level, time stamps

were employed when steady-state entrainment was achieved. Figure 4.11 is a plot of the

hot-leg level, LT-103P.

A representative pressure history is plotted in Figure 4.12, where the system

pressure steadily increased with increasing liquid injection rate. Steps in Figure 4.12

indicate intervals when steady-state entrainment was reached.
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Figure 4.12 - Test section pressure history, PT-104P

The gas flow rate was constant throughout the test, while the liquid injection rate

is stepped periodically using a 1.905 cm line to obtain multiple steady-state entrainment

data points. The liquid injection flow rate through the 1.905 cm line is plotted in Figure
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4.13. At approximately 3400 seconds, the small injection line flow was closed, and the

15.24 cm injection line, LT-102P, was opened. Figure 4.14 is a plot of the large injection

line flow, LT-102P.
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Figure 4.13 - Liquid injection flow history, FT-105P

The system temperature decreases steadily as the liquid injection flow rate is

increased using the 1.905 cm line connected to the potable water supply. When the 15.24

cm line is employed the water is heated, due to heating from the water pump, shown in

Figure 4.15.
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4.3 Pool Entrainment

After hot-leg entrainment ceases, when the liquid level in the mainline reaches a

critical low level for a given gas flow, the critical level remains constant. Over a long

period of time, the hot-leg level and mixture level can continue to drop. Removal of

liquid up the branch can continue, even when the mixture level in the reactor is lower

than the bottom of the hot-leg shown in Figure 4.16. This type of entrainment is called

"pool entrainment" by Ishii (1986). Pool entrainment occurs when small droplets of

liquid are entrained at a critical gas velocity from the unstable mixture level surface in the

reactor vessel. These droplets are cathed out of the reactor vessel, into the hot-leg, and

into the vertical branch. Pool entrainment rates are small compared to hot-leg

entrainment, but are constant, which can lead to core uncovely.
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Two separate entrainment phenomena have been identified: hot-leg entrainment

and pooi entrainment from the reactor vessel. These entrainment effects are additive and

would account, in part, for an increased rate of coolant removal than previous considered.
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5. MODEL EVALUATION

Upon reducing the onset of liquid entrainment data presented in Section 4.1,

current models listed in Table 2.3 are evaluated. The model used by RELAP5 to

predicting the onset level in the hot-leg agrees reasonably well to ATLATS data as

discussed in Section 5.1. Criteria developed by Smoglie (1984) and Maciaszek (1986) do

not accurately predict the phenomena seen in ATLATS.

Steady-state data from ATLATS is reduced to show large deviations in RELAP5's

ability to predict phase separation in the hot-leg. Data disagrees with current models, in

some flow ranges, up to 100%.

5.1 Onset of Liquid Entrainment Model Evaluation

To evaluate the onset of entrainment models for a horizontal mainline with a

vertical branch, the raw data plotted in Section 4.1 were reduced. The hot-leg liquid level

shown in Figure 4.3, LT-103P, is subtracted from the hot-leg diameter to give the gas

height, hb. Values for hot-leg level and volumetric flow rates were time averaged. Tables

5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 contain reduced data for beginning of liquid entrainment experiments

from ATLATS, Smoglie, and Schrock for different hot-leg to branch diameters,

respectively.
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Table 5.1 Onset of entrainment data from Smoglie

_____________.Smodie
D/d'34 D/d=1O

13g.

m
Wq

kg/s m kg/s ifl :::

I

kg/s
I 0.034 0.0099 0.068 0.046 0.072 I 0.099

041 0.0 132 0.061 0.0557 0.073 1 0.082

0.042 0.0158 0.081 0.1144 0.073 0.106

0.049 0.0197 0.083 0.0852 0.076 0.242

0.026 0.0071 0.086 0.1309 0.076 0.278

0.03 0.00815 0.074 0.0711 0.076 0.106

0.032 0.009 0.064 0.052 0.076 0.124

0.038 0.0117 0.054 0.0339 0.076 0.167

0.044 0.0157 0.061 0.0408 0.08 0.183

0.03 0.0068 0.057 0.0331 0.086 0.278

0.032 0.009 0.054 0.0241 0.089 0.099

0.035 0.01 0.052 0.019 0.089 0.12

0.038 0.0105 0.048 0.0293 0.089 0.136

0.042 0.0113 0.045 0.0238 0.089 0.15

0.045 0.0143 0.048 0.0174 0.095 0.297

0.045 0.0143 0.037 0.0117 0.095 0.322

0.031 0.0104 0.06 0.038

0.079 0.1092 0.061 0.071

0.081 0.1189 0.068 0.066

0.081 0.0959 0.068 0.057

0.054 0.0406 0.071 0.081

0.066 0.0394 0.072 0.102

0.076 0.087 0.072 0.1

0.076 0.1048 0.072 0.071

0.072 0.0927 0.075 0.118

0.073 0.0927 0.077 0.103

0.074 0.0856 0.077 0.154

0.062 0.0927 0.077 0.087

0.062 0.0745

0.066 0.0598

0.066 0.0977

0.046 0.0482

0.05 0.0327

0.05 0.043

0.069 0.075

0.072 0.0735

0.073 0.093

0.079 0.1096
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Table 5.2 Onset of entrainment data from Schrock

Schrock.

"DId27 DId=16
w W%g

in kg/s in kg/s m kg/s

0.0158 0.00096 0.0156 0.00106 0.016 0.00878

0.0168 0.00107 0.0173 0.00132 0.0188 0.01221

0.021 0.00194 0.0188 0.00207 0.0216 0.01985

0.0201 0.00181 0.0213 0.00328 0.024 0.01824

0.0183 0.00179 0.0253 0.00444

0.0233 0.00321 0.0283 0.00589

0.0253 0.00563 0.0303 0.00681

0.0273 0.00783 0.0326 0.00815

0.0288 0.01027

0.0283 0.01041

Table 5.3 Onset of entrainment data from ATLATS

The data in Tables 5.1 through 5.3 are plotted in Figure 5.1 along with the

correlation given by Smoglie, vertical axis, which can be found in Table 2.3. The dashed
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lines in Figure 5.1 represent a ±20% deviation from the correlation. For a fixed gas flow

rate, the gas chamber height, hb, is independent of break size. The data agrees reasonably

well with the correlation within a ±20% deviation. As the gas flow rate is increased, there

is a more pronounced deviation of the ATLATS data from the onset correlation.
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Figure 5.1 Evaluation of Smoglie onset of entrainment criteria

The correlation developed by Schrock has the same form as that of Smoglie, if PgJ

is set to equal Pg/,23 An evaluation of Schrock's correlation, vertical axis, is shown in

Figure 5.2, where the dashed lines represent a ±20% deviation from the correlation. With
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this treatment of setting the gas density in the inlet equal to that in the outlet of the tee

junction, more scattering is apparent. Again, the data is independent of branch size for a

given flow rate.
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Figure 5.2 Evaluation of Schrock onset of entrainment criteria

Maciaszek proposed a correlation given in Table 2.3 that is inversely proportional

to the branch size for a fixed gas flow rate. Figure 5.3 is a plot similar to 5.1 and 5.2,
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where the correlation, vertical axis, is a straight line and the dashes are a ±20% deviation.

A large degree of scattering occurs, compared to the two previous correlations.

The onset criteria of Smoglie and Schrock agree with experimental data

reasonably well, and the predictions to the current test results (D/d = 3) are conservative.

Viscosity effects are not considered by the above three onset correlations.
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Figure 5.3 Evaluation of Maciaszek onset of entrainment criteria

1

There is a slight trend that for greater hb, corresponding to lower liquid level,

higher gas flow rates than the correlation's prediction is expected. This phenomenon
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may suggest that viscosity becomes important, gradually, as gas flow rate increases,

similar to the entrainment incipient mechanism in annular flows. However, the cunent

database does not cover this range. Even though Maciaszek proposed an inverse

relationship between the gas chamber height, hb, and the branch diameter, the data

demonstrated no dependence on the break size for a fixed gas flow rate.

5.2 Steady-State Entrainment Model Evaluation

The gas chamber height, hb, is calculated in the same way was in the onset of

liquid entrainment investigation. Since the outlet of the test section is blinded, the

injection flow rate is the same as the flow rate through the branch during steady-state.

The quality, X3, is calculated from the injection air and gas mass flow rates. Figure 5,4 is

a graph of the hot-leg level at different gas and liquid injection rates. For a given hot-leg

liquid level there are two associated liquid flow rates. This fact violates the rule of a

function, meaning there is not a unique relationship between the injection flow rate, and

hot-leg liquid level. Therefore, h/lzb does not uniquely define the gas/vapor quality in the

vertical branch.
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Figure 5.5 is a plot of the data obtained from the ATLATS and APEX facilities,

along with the data from previous authors. The vertical axis is the actual gas height

measured, over the predicted gas height using Schrock's onset of entrainment correlation.

Three correlations from Table 2.3 for branch quality are plotted as well. None of the

existing correlations agree with the current test results from ATLATS and APEX. The

coolant loss rates predicted by existing correlations are much smaller than the values

measured in the current tests.

Some comments on the nature of the ATLATS and APEX data are required for

completeness. A significant feature of the new data is that it does not approach zero gas

height at zero branch quality. The reason for this is not physical, but that the use of the

current form of the steady-state entrainment correlation cannot be applied to the data
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obtained from ATLATS and APEX. It is apparent that a new analytic representation of

the steady state entrainment phenomena is needed.
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Figure 5.5 - Evaluation of stead-state entrainment conelations compared to APEX and
ATLATS data.

The steady-state entrainment data can be used to calculate superficial gas and

liquid velocities in the mainline. These velocities are plotted on the flow regime map by

Mandhane in Figure 5.6. Since the flow along the hot-leg was not fully developed due to

the inlet length from the reactor vessel to the vertical branch, the flow regimes visually

recorded during steady-state tests were unconventional. The flow regimes observed were
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stratified, "transition", and "stepped". These three flow regimes are illustrated in Figure

5.7. As the liquid injection rate is increased, the flow regime goes from stratified to

transition and finally to stepped. This stepping arises from the deceleration of the liquid

as it hits the simulated pressure boundary. When stepping occurs, there are two distinct

levels in the hot-leg. If the pressure boundary is decreased until liquid and air flows out

of the tee through the mainline (i.e. the blind is removed), then the stepped level will

approach the inlet level. The presence of a pressure boundary on the mainline exit of the

tee creates an increased tendency for entrainment to occur, since inertial forces are

decreased by deceleration of the liquid.
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Figure 5.6 - Mandhane flow regime map for steady-state entrainment tests in ATLATS
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Stepped

Figure 5.7 Flow regime experienced in ATLATS test section due to pressure
boundary (i.e. blind) at outlet
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A literature review was conducted, and data sets were collected and assembled

into a Phase Separation Database. Analysis of this database revealed "holes" in the data

related to hot-leg flow regimes. Previous work investigating the onset of liquid

entrainment dealt only with stratified and stratified-wavy flow regimes with large hot-leg

to branch diameter ratios. From the evaluation of the experimental setups of various

authors, it was found that the influence of key components such as the reactor vessel and

steam generator, had not been considered. RELAP5 correlations were identified and

organized, along with currently available entrainment correlations. A scaling and flow

condition analysis was performed by Wu et al (1999) to correctly design a model based

on the Westinghouse AP600 LWR. The model facility, ATLATS, was constructed at

Oregon State University to investigate entrainment phenomena in a reactor hot-leg with a

vertical branch. Onset and steady-state entrainment tests were run. The data was used to

evaluate current correlations. The following conclusions can be made from the new data

analysis and model evaluation:

The correlation used in RELAP5 for the onset of entrainment was validated by

current test data.

There is no significant dependence of branch size to the onset of entrainment.

All of the current steady-state entrainment rate predictions substantially

underestimate the actual liquid cany-over in ATLATS and APEX test series.
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The presence of a downstream pressure boundary causes "stepping" in the hot-leg

liquid level and a higher tendency for liquid entrainment.

Pool entrainment is the key process for coolant loss when the mixture level drops

below the bottom of the hot-leg elevation. The liquid carry-over rate is steady, and

will eventually lead to core uncovery.

New correlations to accurately predict the rate of coolant loss through a vertical

branch are needed.

Work is being done at OSU to develop an entrainment model that takes into

account pool entrainment and downstream conditions. Difficulties in the model

development will arise due to the limited range of variables available in RELAP5 for

predicting liquid entrainment. A model steam generator has been constructed and

installed to study the effects of downstream conditions on the tendency for entrainment.

Experiments will be continued to determine the rate of pool entrainment for a given gas

flow.
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